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gabatos
It is the name of a sector or region in Cartagena, Murcia, Spain.  Name given to the offspring of a deer or a deer.  It also
tells you to fawn or fawns.

gabela
The gabelle was a tax that was paid on average to the feudal lords (land owners) age.  In Colombia it means
opportunity, gift, benefit, advantage, profit, improvement, usefulness, profit, profit.  Gavela with v, means musical group. 
Gavela also is a Portuguese word meaning sheaf.

gabera
In Colombia it is a wooden box that serves as a mold in the elaboration of cheeses. 

gabes
It is the name of an industrial city and a governance (or interior) in Tunisia.

gabete
Live in a very cheerful and peaceful way.  It can also mean bracket.  It can also be headboard, which in this case are the
metal finials that have some kind of cords. 

gabeto
It is a word of African origin, which means house, housing, home.  It is the name of a Latin and especially Cuban touch
bar and restaurant, which is located in London.

gabia
It is the popular way is known as the municipality of Las Gabias, Spain (Granada province, autonomous community of
Andalusia).  There were Gabia Grande and Gabia girl, which were unified since 1973.  Gavia with v, means gull, sea
bird.  It is also the name of the sailing of the mast or mast.  In antiquity, elaborate cage to lock up crazy.

gabil
gabil is incorrectly written and should be written as "Gabil or Gabyl." being its meaning:<br>Gabil, is the name of a
character in video games, is the captain of the tempest Hiryu, the former leader of the incursion of the lizards. It suffers
from superiority complex

gabina
It is a name of Latin origin woman and wants to tell the daughter of Carpenter.  Male variant: Gabino.  In Spain,
especially in Andalusia is a high top hat.

gabo
Affectionate way of calling the Colombian writer Gabriel García Márquez.  Cut-out and familiar way of calling those who
have the name Gabriel.  Gabi is also used. 

gabón
Gabon is the name of a Central African country, with coasts on the Atlantic Ocean.   Its Capital is Libreville.  It is also the



name of a river and an estuary in that country.

gabriel
Gabriel is incorrectly written and it should be written as Gabriel ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Gabriel ( 41 own name;.  A name of male origin biblical and Hebrew, which means is the one who has the power of
God.  In Arabic is called Giban, meaning by the announcer.

gabriela
It is a woman's name, which means that it has the divine power is of biblical origin.  Gabriel male Variant.

gabrieles
Gabriel Plural .  Name of a Hotel and Restaurant of Neiva, in the Department of Huila, Colombia.  Colloquial way to call
chickpea grains, after cooked.

gabriella
It is a name of Hebrew and biblical woman.  It means having the power of God.  Gabriel male Variant.  Gabriella is the
version in Italian of Gabriela.

gabriero
It is the same as gabier.  Person in charge of the management of the gavias in a boat and that guarded from them. 
Master of the sails of the bigger stick.  Stick where seagulls perch.

gaby
From affectionate or familiar to call those who have by name Gabriel or Gabriela. 

gac
It is the acronym for Guangzhou Automobile Company.  It is also known as GAC Group.  It is the name of a Chinese
brand of vehicles. 

gacela
It is the name of a bridge over the Sava River in Belgrade, Serbia.  It is the name of a mammal of small or medium, size
of body sleek and very fast.  The term comes from the Arabic word Ghazal which means "elegant and fast".  They are
antelopes in the genus Gazella to which belong some 12 species.  They live in numerous herds in African Savannas. 
The scientific name is Gazella spp.  and they belong to the family Bovidae.

gaceta
It is a newspaper of midsize, press release, newsletter, newspaper, daily, news, news, news, newsletter.  In colloquial
way talebearer, talkative.

gacha
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It also means fall, bent, bent, slouching, leaning, useless, boring,
unpleasant, annoying.

gacheta



Mechanism to fasten a door latch.  Kind of handle or a plate of a door handle.  In Colombia, Gachetá, thus with tilde, is
the name of a municipality in the Department of Cundinamarca.  In Muisca language, it means land located behind the
farmhouse.

gacho
In Colombia it means laying, crooked or fallen.  Horn that has the tip down.  It also means numbed eye or squint.

gachò
It refers to a person of ordinary without fully identified. Type, uncle, individual, subject, man, so-and-so. In Colombia
slouch or downcast without tilde refers to eyes consists or dozing.

gachuleta
It is a designation of any semi-liquid mass.  It can also be a kind of glue or glue made with flour and water.  In some
parts of Colombia it is another way of calling the engrudo (which is a glue that is made with water and cassava starch). 

gachupino
It is a way of calling Spaniards who settle or settle in a Latin American country.  It is also called gachupín. 

gada
It is the name of a town in Nigeria in the province or State of Sokoto.  It is a type of Mace consisting of a stick and a ball
head of wood or metal.  Rome Maza of the India.

gadejo
In Colombia is a subtle way of saying without trying to offend "Feel like shit", to mean giving Tin, cause anger, cause
disgust, annoy, bother, bother, hastiar, tire, fuck.  Clarifies that the word fuck for Colombians is uncomfortable and
considered profane or vulgar (us is not as familiar as for example for Spaniards).

gades,antonio
It was the stage name of a great choreographer and Spanish dancer, born in Elda, Alicante province.  It was spouse of
Marisol, Spanish singer.

gadé
It is the artistic name of Argentine actress Analía Gadé, whose real name is María Esther Gorostiza Rodríguez, currently
based in Spain.  He was born in Córdoba, Argentina, but is of Basque origin.  In Haitian Creole to say look, observe
(also in Danish is Street and in Afrikaans spouse, spouse).

gaditana
It means that she is a native of Cadiz, in Spain.  Related to Cadiz, who lives in Cadiz.  It may refer to both the City and
the Province. 

gaduine
It comes from cod ( Gadus ).  It is one of the names of a yellowish oil extracted from the cod liver (fish).  Gaduín, cod
liver oil.  With it are made emulsions, rich in vitamins.



gaeta
In Italy, it is the name of a municipality that remains in the Province of Latina, which belongs to the Region of Lazio.  It is
also the name of a gulf over the Tyrrhenian Sea, in that same area. 

gaetano
In Italian it is a male name of Latin origin.  Equivalent to Cayetano in Spanish .  It means that it comes from Gaeta,
which is originally from Gaeta.  Relative to Gaeta.  Gaeta is an Italian village in the Lazio Region.  It is also the name of
a gulf on the west coast of Lazio. 

gafa
In Venezuela it means bobo, lerdo, bumbling fool.  In Colombia it is colloquially look, watching.  Lens, telescopes,
antiparra (often used in plural).

gafar
It means crunching or corking your fingers.  Put your fingers stiff and hunched, for leprosy effects.  It can also mean
hooking, ywing with a hook or hook and also staple or sew with staples.

gafe
It means party pooper, census.  It also means unfortunate, unlucky, unfortunate, unfucky. 

gafedad
Spectacle condition.  That you have hunched or curled fingers.  Suffering from leprosy. 

gafería
Suffering that leprosa people suffer.  They have no movement in the fingers and toes or that have crooked or hunched. 
It also means in Venezuela boby, nonsense.  Work of the gafo, fool or fool.  A way to call an optician or place where
glasses are sold or fixed.

gafete
It's the same as cockade or license.  It is a kind of identification of people performing a job or those who participate in an
assembly or congress.  It is usually a cardboard lined in plastic.  You must have the basic data of the person such as
first names, surnames, identification number, position and company, at a minimum.  In Ecuador it is called giff of a metal
closure formed by two pieces, one of which hooks or fits in the other.  Brooch.  The beane can be used on the chest,
fixed with a hook or hung to the neck by a string.

gafo
In Venezuela it means fool, fool.  Suffering from gafity or leprosy.  You have difficulty moving and shrinking your fingers
and toes. 

gafos
Plural of gafo .  It means leper, which has shrunk and motionless the tips of the toes and hands.  In Venezuela and
Peru, it means fools, dumb, dumb, brute, immature, sniggers. 

gaga
Women with problems of language, woman who vocalized incorrectly.  Feminine of gago.  Woman who stutters. 



Tartajosa, tatareta, zazosa, farfullosa.

gaguey
I think that the question is Jagüey.  In South America and particularly in Colombia and Venezuela, in the Plains, it is a
hollow or deep hole in the ground, where we gather water by infiltration.  Deep well, toilet, swimming pool or water
reservoir.  It is also a tree in the family Moraceae, which also we say matapalo or higuerote (Ficus pertusa).

gahets
The correct term is gadgets.  It is the name of a small, practical and innovative devices used in modern technology and
computer science.

gaiata
It is a kind of bluff located on a long cane.  At present, monument that is used in festivities of La Magdalena in Castelló
de la Plana.  Spain.  In Portuguese it means boy, boy, young man. 

gaiatero
Person who carries the gaiata in the festivities of the Magdalena in Castellón de la Plana.  Bearer of monuments . 

gail
It is a woman's name of English origin meaning Gala, which comes from Gaul.  It has as variants Gala and Gaul.  It is
also considered an English variant of Gale, which in that language means gale, storm.  For some authors it is a
diminutive of Abigail, which is a Hebrew woman's name and means "The Joy of the Father".  Gail is also the name of a
U.S. town in the state of Texas.  Surname of a Spanish football player, who played for Real Valladolid and Betis.  His full
name is Luis Miguel Gail Martín.  He is currently coach of the lower valladolid.  Name of a fictional character from Frank
Miller's Novel Sin City (and the film based on that same novel). 

gaire, en espeñol
GAIR is a word in Catalan which means in much Spanish.

gaita
It is a musical instrument of wind of Scottish origin.  Colombia is another musical instrument similar to the clarinet. 
Happy Colombian musical rhythm.

gaitera
It means that the bagpipe plays a wind instrument or that it performs or dances the rhythm of bagpipes, a musical
rhythm and a dance of Colombia from the north.  Also named is a woman who wears chicks (long skirts or typical
dresses) of striking colors. 

gaitero
Person playing bagpipe, a wind musical instrument.  It is clarified that there are two kinds of bagpipes the Scotch that
has several mouths and is leather and the Colombian that is cane of millo.  The musician who plays the instrument is
also called a piper in Colombia, to whom he performs the rhythm of bagpipes or to whom the bagpipe dances. 

gaitik
It is not a word the Spanish but Euskera, which means topic.



gaja
In Colombia means cluster, a group of bananas that are connected at one end.  Slice.  It is the name of a producer of
Italian wine in the Region of Piedmont.  They basically produce wines Barbaresco and Barolo.  Italian surname.

gajito
Diminutive of segment.  Small segment.  Twig, small branch, little boy, bud. 

gajo
One of the common names given to the plant Chenopodium is album, also known as orache, ash or goosefoot.  It
belongs to the Chenopodiaceae family.  It means cluster, bundle or group together or grouped fruits (grapes, bananas,
bananas).  Bouquet, gaja.  Branch of a plant.

gakyid
It is one of the names given to a star in the constellation Cancer.  It has also been named HD 73534 by astronomers.
Bhutan chose the name and it means Happiness.  It shines brighter than our sun. 

gala
Great celebration or ceremony that exceeds in importance to the other.  Meeting or celebration with the most selected. 
Ostentation, grace, sumptuousness and panache.  Fiesta, veiled, celebration. Name of Roman Empress.

galabera
It is one of the common names that have the Mexico to the tree Cordia dentata.  It also has other common names such
as zazamil, distemper, gulabere, nanguipo, skull, matzu.  It belongs to the family Boraginaceae.  It has edible fleshy
fruits.  In Colombia we say Caujaro, Uvita.  In Central America they say Jiguilote and Chachalaco.

galacia
Named after a region of Ancient Asia Minor (today Turkey), which was populated by descendants of the Gauls. 

galactofago
The correct term is galaactophagoth, with tilde.  It means that it feeds on milk, that eats milk.  That ingests galactose.  It
can be considered as a synonym for mammal.

galadi
It is the name of a locality in Nigeria.  It is a genus of extinct Australian marsupials and the common name of one of
those marsupials.  It was similar to a rat but with an elongated tube.  It belonged to the family Peramelidae.  It was also
called bandicut or bandicoot.   Galadi is also a surname of Arabic origin.  Surname of a Spanish amateur astronomer,
born in Córdoba.  His full name is David Galadi-Enriquez kaj Amri Wandel and better known as David Galadi. 

galador
It is a mythical and whimsical, character cinema. It appears in the novels of Tolkien. Brother of Gilmith. Son of Imrazor
and Mithrellas. Galador was the firstborn and the first Prince of Dol Amroth.

galambo
It is a kind of edible fungus also say that Guarin, blue belly, cemita or oyamel, hongorado fungus, mushroom good
Baker.



galanes
Plural de Galán.  You mean actor, star, artist, protagonist, beautiful, gallant, handsome, character.

galanina
In Medicine, it is the name of a neuropeptide that is present in the nervous system (brain and marrow) and in the
intestines.  It is made up of 29 amino acids.  It is a behavioural regulator in the diet and especially in the intake of fats.  It
has stimulant effects on the process of releasing growth hormone.

galanías
They are actions that demonstrate gallantry or chivalry.  Shares of a gallant.  Galanuras, finesse.  Pronounced phrases
with culture and chivalry.  Plural of gallantry, which means elegance, gallantry.  Galantry.

galano
It means nice, attractive, elegant.  Garboso, cheerful, willing.  gentile. 

galanteos
Previous movements or actions of a male to woo a female (valid for all kinds of animals).  Flirting, courtship.  Art of
falling in love.  Displays of chivalry and courtesy.  Halagos, requiebros, compliments.

galanuras
Plural of gallantry .  It means details and behaviors of fine elegance.  Gentleties, kindnesses, courtesies, displays of
generosity.

galapero
It is another of the names that receives the But wild, Piruétano, perotonero or pear.  It is a tree of the family Rosaceae
and its scientific name is Pyrus Bourgaeana.  In Colombia It also means a native of Galapa, a municipality in the
department of Atlántico.  Born, resident or related to Galapa (Atlantic).

galard
Galard is a French surname originally from Toulouse. Genoveva Galard was a famous nurse French who was on
mission in Vitnam and decorated several times for their dedicated work.

galata
The correct term is galata, with tilde.  It refers to the Celtic language spoken in Galatia, region of Anatolia (ancient
Turkey).  Slice or quarter of current Constantinople (Istanbul), also known as Galatasaray or Karaköy.

galatea
Name of one of the Nereidas in Greek mythology.  She was the daughter of Nereo and Doris.  She was loved by
Polifemo.  Name of an ivory statue carved by Pygmalion, which came to life according to Ovid and was a representation
of Aphrodite.  Name of Luicipo's mother and Lampro's wife.  Name of one of the neptune moons.  Name of an asteroid. 
Name of several theatrical and literary works.  Name of a Pastoril Novel by Miguel de Cervantes .  In Botany it is the
name of two genera of plants that are also classified as Nerine, of the family Amaryllidaceae and the genus Eleutherine
of the family Iridaceae. 

galavardo



Rather tall, gangly and poorly dressed man.  Scruffy person, poorly groomed and poorly dressed, also useless person
for work, lazy.  In Colombia lazy man, big man and just chiros. 

galaxia
It is a word of Greek origin meaning dairy, like milk, similar to milk.  In astronomy it is a set of stars, planets, cosmic
material, cosmic dust, energy and dark matter, united by gravitational action.  It has a defined structure and a
differentiated and characteristic form. 

galaxy
It means galaxy.  A star system or ensemble made up of stars and groups of stars and planets, constellations, or
planetary systems. 

galaza
In the Basque language it is a wheat market.  It can also refer to the place of cultivation or mean valley, hollow. 

galán
It means galano, handsome, beautiful, good looking and presenting.   Main actor of a romantic play or a novel.  Man
who falls in love with the protagonist of the novel.  Boyfriend, suitor, star, protagonist.  It is a surname of Spanish origin. 
Surname of a Colombian hero and a murdered politician (José Antonio Galán and Luis Carlos Galán Sarmiento).  Last
name of Colombian tennis player ( Daniel Galán ) . 

galápago
In Colombia it means saddle, saddle and also a kind of tortoise.  It is also the saddle of the bike or the bike.

galba
It was the name of a Roman Emperor.  Its full name was Servio Sulpicio Galba .  He was the first of the Four Emperors
of the Year 69.  He rose up against Nero and was killed. 

galbana
It means laziness, laziness, desire to do nothing.   Idleness.  Type of peas from small grains .  Drowsiness, a feeling of
sleep that produces heat.  Hot flashes. 

galdarro
Type of cowbell that is placed on cattle in various parts of Spain. 

galdea
It means that it looks like a helmet.  It has the shape of a helmet.  In Puerto Rico it is the way to pronounce gardear,
which means to monitor, mark or control an opponent in the game of basketball.  Intercept the throw of an opponent in
basketball. 

galdón
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Mr. Eugenio Galdón was the founder of ONO.  It is also an insectivorous bird also
known as a warbler or executioner.



galeno
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for physician, physician, doctor, clinician, surgeon, specialist.  Name of famous
Roman physician of antiquity.  It is a name of a male of Greek origin and means which leads a healthy life.

galeote
It was each of the slave rowers of the galleys. 

galera
Old boat that was propelled by oars.  High top hat.  Top hat.  Mathematics is a very old method to divide.

galería subterránea
Cave, cave, passage, corridor, tunnel, a corridor that lies beneath the soil.  Passage.

galerna
It means storm, Tempest, very strong wind, tromba, storm, storm, Gale.

galferias
I think that they ask for galleries.  In Bogotá is a commercial sector on 53rd Street.  In Colombia, plural of Gallery, which
means market square.  Also site where sold or exhibited works of art.

galia
Name given by the Romans to the central region in Europe, went from the Alps to the Atlantic Ocean and the North Sea.
 Land of the Gauls.  Name of an asteroid. 

galiar
It means inhaling substances that produce addiction or dependence, inhaling aromatic, psychoactive or glue
substances.  Colloquially travel to France.

galicia
Land of the Galicians.  In Spain it is an Autonomous Community, which is integrated by the Provinces of La Coruña,
Ourense, Lugo and Pontevedra.  Name of several ships of the Spanish Navy.  Name of a historical central-eastern
European region, covering territories of present-day Poland and Ukraine.  Surname of Spanish origin.  Name of football
teams in Salvador Bahia , Brazil and Ibagué , Tolima , Colombia . 

galicinio
It refers to the part of the night that is before or before dawn. 

galifardo
In Colombia means lazy, lazy, maintained, Playboy, buenoparanada, vague, loose, lazy, idle.

galilea
In Hebrew it means the province.  Mountainous area located to the North of Israel, between Mount Zebulun and the
coast of the Mediterranean Sea.  It is a region of hills and his most famous mountain is Mount Tabor and the maximum
height of Israel the mount Meron (1208 net).  Today it belongs to Israel.  It is also the name of an inland sea of fresh



water in Israel, which is also known as sea or Lake Tiberias and Lake of Gennesaret.  Galilee is also a name of biblical
origin woman and refers to the region of Israel.  The male version is Galileo and was a nickname that had Jesus of
Nazareth, which belongs to Galilee.

galilea
In Hebrew language it means the Province.  Mountainous area located north of Israel, between Mount Zebulun and the
Mediterranean Sea Coast.  It is a region of hills and its most famous mount is Mount Tabor and Israel's highest point is
Mount Meron (1208 netros).  It currently belongs to Israel.  It is also the name of an inland freshwater sea in Israel,
which is also known as Sea or Lake Tiberias and Lake Gennesaret.  Galilee is also a woman's name of biblical origin
and refers to the region of Israel.  The male version is Galileo and it was a nickname they had for Jesus for being from
Nazareth, which belongs to Galilee.  Name of an asteroid 697 .  Named after Galileo Galilei.  Name of Mexican actress
and presenter, whose full name is Martha Galilea Montijo Torres (better known as Galilea Montijo). 

galima
Ant theft.  Continuous and frequent theft.  Theft in small quantities but permanent and silent.   Silent theft difficult to
detect, continuous theft. 

galimatias
In Colombia it is used to designate something chaotic, tangled, messy, confusing.  Mess, blowing, gibberish.  Chaos.

galimatías
It means confusing or tangled language.  It is not clearly understood.  Jerigonza, fárrago, revoltura.  It is also used as a
synonym for chaos, entunting, disorder, confusion.

galipo
It means spitting, spitting, gargajo.  Sputum. 

galipuche
Drug, syrup, drink, improvised hybrid drink.  Soup prepared with asparagus, water, onion, pepper, potato, garlic, bread
and sweet paprika.  It is very popular in Malaga, Spain.  Mixture of things, gibberish.  Hodgepodge.  Confusing or
unknown mix. 

galitas
It's the plural of galita.  In Colombia it is a type of sliced or sliced ponque, small in size.  belong to the RAMO company
and is of a size equivalent to the popular or normal that is called Ponqué "Gala".  The galls are equivalent to half the
galas.

galitero
Person who makes gallants.  It means trickster, rascal, con man, cheater.

gallada
In Colombia means group of friends.  A neighborhood youth group.  Once used as a synonym for corrillo, gang.  It is
now replaced by patch or combo.

gallano



It is one of the common names of a colourful marine fish that also receives the names of gallito King, galan, judge.  Its
scientific name is Labrus bimaculatus and belongs to the Labridae family.

gallarda
As an adjective it means bet, beautiful, beautiful, gallant, gentle, elegant, noble, daring, brave. 

gallardo
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of second and Argentine coach named Marcelo Daniel Gallardo,
nicknamed "El Muñeco", is the current coach of River Plate of Argentina.  As an adjective it means handsome, beautiful,
beautiful, galano, gentle, elegant, noble, bold, brave.

gallareta
It is one of the common names of a class of wading birds.  They belong to the family Rallidae and the genus Fulica. 
They are also usually called water cocks, coots, taguas, chocas or beech trees.  Another way to call them is tinguas or
calamones. 

gallera
In Colombia it is the place where cockfights are made.  Fighting breeding ground.  It also means quarrel, fight, hair,
squabter. 

gallero
A person who has a habit of attending cockfights.  Person who cares, trains or trades with fighting cocks.  Owner of the
gallera.  Person who bets on cockfights. 

galleta
In Colombia can mean two opposite things: that it is very easy to do something, or on the other hand it is very difficult. 
Kind of bread usually sweet, round and slim, like an arepa.

galletas
Plural of cookie .  In Colombia it can mean two opposite things: either that it is very easy to do something, or on the
contrary that it is very difficult.  Kind of bread generally sweet, round and thin, resembling an arepa.  collation.  

gallia
Latin name for Gaul, region of France.  Name of an asteroid ( 148 ) .  It is almost 98 km in diameter. 

gallina
Nickname for a River Plate fan from Argentina.  In Colombia it means cowardly, lazy, scary.  Name of a poultry that lays
eggs.  Rooster's female. 

gallinas
Birds of corral, females of the gallo, mother of chickens or chicks.  Its scientific name is Gallus gallus domesticus and
belongs to the family Phaisanidae ( faisanide )  It is the most common bird in the world with about 16. 000 million copies.
A nickname that you have fans or amateur followers of the Club River Plate of Argentina and Millonarios in Colombia. In
Colombia also are told colloquially Piquisucias, plumiferas and gumarras.



gallinazada
It is an inflection of gallinacear, attitude or action of a gallinazo.   Daring behavior of a hunk with a woman.  In Colombia
we say gallinazo a man who constantly flirts or plagues women.  Courtship, flirtation, crushing, compliment, flattery. 
flower, courtesy, cortejo, fall in love.  Manure from hens, we call it gallinasa.

gallinazo
In Colombia we say gallinazo a young man who flirts all the girls.  Gallinazo is also the scavenger bird's scientific name
Coragyps atratus, of the family Cathartidae.  He is known also by the names of goalkeeper, buzzard, Pimp, guala,
Vulture, Black Vulture, samuro, nopo, sucha, urubu.  chombo.  zoncho, guaraguao.

gallinejas
It means guts or folds of the intestine.  In Spain (Madrid), it is a frying of lamb intestines.

gallinero
Elevated part of a theater.  Place where the hens nest.  It is also one of the common names of a tree in Colombia of the
family Fabaceae.  It is also known as pinzán, chiminango, guachúmil, yacurate, payandé or gina.  Its scientific name is
Pithecellobium dulce. 

gallineta
It is also called Guinea hen, coquense, cocona or painted ( Numida meleagris of the family Numididae).  It is also called
redfish to an aquatic wild bird, which is known as the water cock (Gallinula chloropus of the rallidae family).

gallinita ciega
It is the common name of a bird that is also called nightjars, guaitacaminos, nananca, Dozer.  The scientific name is
Systellura longirostris and belongs to the family Caprimulgidae.  It is located in South America.  Game or round child.

gallito de las rocas
Gallito of rocks or simply rock cock-of-the-rock, is a beautiful South American bird.  Also known as rock Andean
cock-of-the-rock, tunqui.  gallito's Mount, berreador or chaperone.  Its scientific name is Rupicola peruvianus and
belongs to the family Cotingidae.  It is one of most colorful birds and colorful which is located in Colombia.

gallito rey
It is a common name of a fish in the family Labridae and whose scientific name is Labrus wrasse.  They also say budion,
maiden, slimy.  It is typical of the coastal areas of Europe.  It has sexual dimorphism.

gallo
Very popular and cosmopolitan domestic bird.  King of the Chicken Coop .  Male of the hen .  Its scientific name is
Gallus gallus domesticus and belongs to the family Phasianidae.  Colloquially in Colombia means very brave, strong. 
Also blustery, boastful, bossy, bully, authoritarian.  Another very Colombian meaning is untimely detuning of the voice. 
Intemperate talk .  It is another way of calling a spit, sputum, gargajo or phlegm.  In Peru it is a portable potty.  Surname
of Spanish origin .  Typical dish of the Tica Gastronomy: it consists of tortillas, meat and salads. 

gallón
In Architecture is a decorative element.  It also means strong, athletic, large body and stylized.  It is also a surname of
Spanish origin.  Surname of an old guard Colombian cyclist, called Argemiro Gallón Cañas.  He was running for the
Department of Antioquia.  Increased rooster, big rooster. 



galo
It is a way of calling a French.  People settled in Gaul.  He was born or resided in Gaul.  In Gallic Colombia is
synonymous with greedy, robber, thief.

galo-
Prefix to denote relative or belonging to Gaul (France). 

galon
The correct term is gallon, with tilde.  Container that serves to contain liquids, can be plastic or metallic.  Caneca, drum. 
American unit of measurement for liquids .  Equivalent to 3, 875 liters. 

galopa
It means fast passage of the horse.  Gallop.  In Paraguay is a native, very traditional dance.

galopero
Horse that has conditions for galloping, a quick-scrolling step.

galponera
It means it comes from a shed.  You've lived confined. 

galponero
Person who is dedicated to the care of the sheds.  Poultry farmer who breeds his birds in sheds.  Relative to the shed. 

galvan
Galvan is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Galvan; It's a surname )"being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Galvan. It is a surname that is used fairly in Spain and Latin America. There are politicians, singers, soccer
players from acclaim with that surname.

galvan
Galvan is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Galvan; It's a surname )"being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Galvan. It is a surname that is used fairly in Spain and Latin America. There are politicians, singers, soccer
players from acclaim with that surname.

galvana
It is the name of a locality in Portugal There is also the Word Galbana, with b, in the Asturian language and means
laziness, desgano. 

galvis
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.

gama
It means breadth, strip, scale, gradation, series, progression, repertoire, assortment, spectrum.  Third letter of the Greek
alphabet.  Range, or better yet gamma is a Greek letter that corresponds to the g of the Spanish alphabet.  They are
also a kind of rays of electromagnetic radiation greater than X-rays.



gama alta
In Colombia, the term is used to designate things of great value, expensive and limited production.  You can refer to
vehicle or very advanced technology devices.  It means higher values or the most exclusive range.

gamarra
Bosal, rein, khakima of the horses.  Flange, rein.  In Colombia it is the name of a municipality belonging to the
Department of Cesar.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a famous sector of Lima where they sell textiles. 
It belongs to the La Victoria District.   Last name of a former Paraguayan football player named Carlos Alberto Gamarra. 

gamasida
In Taxonomy Animal (specifically in Entomology) is the name of an Order of Micarothat has 5 families : Dermanyssidae ,
Parasitidae , Phytoseiidae , Spinturnicidae and Uropodidae .  Many taxonomists and entomologists use the terms
Gamasina or Mesostigmata.  They usually differ from other mites, by having 6 coffers on their legs, having knotts and a
pair of spiracls.  They are predators of other parasitic mites, therefore they have importance in Agriculture.

gamasina
It is a large group of parasitic mite individuals (cohort).  They belong to the Order Mesostigmata and are mostly bird
parasites. 

gamay
It is a kind of very purple grape used to make red wine.  It grows in the Loire Valley.

gamásido
It is the name given to mites of the Mesostigmata Order.  They are recognized because it has a spirácle on either side of
the body.  Although they are not parasic they create symbiotic relationships with bees, wasps and some beetles. 

gamba
It is a class of crustacean (seafood), much like shrimp or prawn.  It belongs to the family Alpheidae and are usually of
the genera Alpheus , Aristeus , Artemisia, Palaemon or Parapenaeus.  In popular slang 100 banknote (also used in
several countries such as Argentina, Colombia and Ecuador).  By extension , silver , money .  It is also the name of a
Japanese anime series and the name of an Osaka football club in Japan.  Name of a village in Costa Rica.

gamberro
It means wild, barbaric, uncivilized, uneducated person, rude, libertine, dissolute.  That does not respect rules, codes or
tags.

gambeteador
It is a soccer player that is characterized by nimbly evade their opponents.  Driblador.  Very clever and sneaky player in
football.  Making dribbling, dribbling great, elusive, driblador.

gamboa
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a Panama City, in the Canal area.  It is also one of the common
names of a plant whose scientific name is Cydonia oblonga of the family Rosaceae.  It is also called quince, quince,
zamboa, gamboa or cacho.  



gamesof
GAMESOF is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Games of Glory" being its meaning:<br>Again it is a trap that
we do unscrupulous to make us lose time to those who really want to share the expertise we have in an educational
manner. In this case joined the words of language English games ( 41 games; and of ( ) In this case they took the words
of the name of a series of Games of Glory, glory games.

gametofito
In Botany it is the name given to the plant organelle from the germanization of a spore and that develops the gametes. 

gametosis
It is the same as gametogenesis: is the evolutionary process of germ cells in male or female gametes.  It is the formation
of gametes by meiosis from germ cells.

gamez
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Originally from Álava.  According to some texts, it means "sons of Gamo", a common
masculine name of the Middle Ages.  If we take into account the Basque language (Basque), it means pastal, pasture. 

gamia abelmosco
They are two of the common names of an edible African-based plant.  Its scientific name is Abelmoschus esculentus
and belongs to the Malvaceae family.  It receives other common names such as Molondrón, Gombo, okra, Candia, okra.
 It's kind of like Zukini cucumber.

gamin
The correct term is Gamín, with tilde.  In Colombia and especially in Bogotá, street boy, homeless boy.  Pelafustan.  By
extension, vulgar language, foul, rude person.

gamitanas
Plural of gamitana .  It is one of the ways to call the black cachama.  Other common names are: black cherna . 
tambaquí, black pacú.  Its scientific name is Colossoma macropomum and it belongs to the family Serrasalmidae. 

gammones
It's an English term.  Plural of gammon .  Cut pork corresponding to the leg and they are cured quickly.  Ham.  In English
it is also a kind of insult or a pejorative treatment, it is something like pig or marrano, which is given to politicians on the
right.  For some it means Irish, as an insult.  Type of grenade or explosive weapon used in World War II (marranas).  
Class of surface air missiles, according to NATO classification.  In Nautical, mast moorings, with thick capes.  Thick
knots. 

gamo
It is a suffix or prefix of Greek origin, which means union.   It is also the common name of a deer of medium size
characterized by being very fast.  It is smaller than the common deer and has a large antler.  Its scientific name is Dama
dama, or Cervus dama, belongs to the family Cervidae.  It is typical of the Mediterranean region.

gamo-
Outside of being a prefix or suffix indicating union of gender or sex, the fallow deer is a deer animal in the Mediterranean
region, whose scientific name is Cervus Dama dama dama (family Cervidae).    .



gamofobia
It is the irrational fear of marriage (especially men). 

gamon
The correct term is gamon, with tilde.  It is one of the vulgar names of a plant in Spain.  It is also known as St. Joseph's
wand, suede or asphodelo.  Its scientific name is Asphodelus albus and belongs to the family Xanthorrhoeaceae. 

gamonales
People who impose their law and their mandate in a region or a city by its economic and political power.  Influential
people in each region.  Honcho, chieftain.  They usually only support those who defend them their interests.

gamón
It is the name of a Mediterranean herbaceous plant which is also known with the names of Asphodel, San Jose,
gamoncillo or white gamon rod.  Its scientific name is Asphodelus albus and belongs to the family Xanthorrhoeaceae

gamusinas
Plural of gamusina .  It is one of the common names of a bird very common in South America and the Caribbean.  It is
also called blackbird, common blackbird, thrush, Queen Josmary, gamusino, parasitic chamon, morajú, common thrush,
Chupin and azulãovaquer, blackened and mulatto thrush, cowboy bird, cowboy bird and blackbird cowboy.  Its scientific
name is Molothrus bonariensis and belongs to the family Icteridae.  It is a very gregarious bird (it lives in herds or flocks).
 It is one of the best known specimens of laying parasite, because they do not make nests but deposit eggs in nests of
other species.  

gamusino
It is one of the common names of a bird in Colombia.  It is also known as black thy thy, black thy thy, parasitic chamon,
morajú or blackbird.  Other common names are mulatto , mariamulata , Josmary , chupín .  Its scientific name is
Molothrus bonariensis and belongs to the family Icteridae.  It practices laying parasitism, so it lays its eggs in other
people's nests and its young are fed by birds of other species. 

gamuza
It is a kind of cloth or velvet-like fabric.  Cloth, baize.  It is also the name of an animal of the family of antelopes.  It lives
in flocks and very rugged mountains.  Skin curated from the same animal, with which are made gloves and jackets. 
Rupicabra, Antelope, chamois, suede, sarria.  Its scientific name is Rupicapra rupicapra and belongs to the family
Bovidae.

ganado
It is the set of animals that live in a pasture.  Domestic animals that are bred with proper handling.  Herd, Flock, herd,
heads, livestock, vacada.

ganado escotero
It is the cattle of a herd, made up of cows in transition or rest between the end of a lactation period and the next birth. 
Horrific cows or dried cows.  Cows in recess, recovery or rest. 

ganapia, ganapión.
In The Catalan language it means big, big guy.  Also person who makes little girls or babysitters. 



ganarde la vida
The correct phrase is " Earning ".  It is a colloquial form used in Colombia to refer to the activity from which support is
won.  This activity is usually informal trade or recycling.  Very modest way of working.

ganarse el cielo
In Colombia say " Earn heaven " It means that the person speaking is supremely grateful who is his partner. Thanks a
lot.

ganarse la lotería en sentido figurado
Winning the lottery figuratively means suffering something that wasn't in our plans, which is annoying or degradable. 
Having to put up with something very uncomfortable or annoying.  Te4ner to endure very uncomfortable laguien. 

gancho
Generally metallic element that is used to fasten.  It means hook, nail, probe, Harpoon, skewer.  It can also be a
marionette, signature, graph illegible Scribble, trait, cool.  Fork for the hair.  PIN, not to be missed.  Attractive appliance
to promote something, grace, don, stimulus

gandalla
It is valid gandalla or gandaya.  To say abusive, blowhard, rogue, lifestyler, tapped, bully, malicious.  It is a term used in
Mexico.

gandaya
It is valid gandalla or gandaya .  It means abusive, braggart, rogue, lively, exploited, bully, malicious.  It is a term used in
Mexico.  It is also the name given to a woven cap without a visor, which is used to collect hair.  Name given to a fruit of
poor quality. 

gandul
In gandul Colombia is the name of a tree in the Fabaceae family.  Its scientific name is Ailanthus altissima.  Other
names such as false sumac ailantus, ailanto, tree of the gods, gandul of road receives.  It is also a surname of Spanish
origin in Spain.  It means rogue, rogue, lazy.  Name that gave the former soldiers in Morocco.   The name of a suburb to
the South of San Juan, Puerto Rico.  Bushy plant of Cajanus cajan, also called gandul beans, pigeon pea bean, pigeon
pea.  It is of the family Fabaceae.

ganesh
Ganesh or Ganesha is one of the names of a hindu God.  It is represented as a being with elephant head.

ganesha
Ganesha is incorrectly written and should be written as "Ganesha or Ganesh." being its meaning:<br>He is the patron of
the arts and Sciences and Remover of obstacles. Hindu deity represented with a human body and elephant's head.

ganga
In Colombia it means opportunity, good price, rebate and discount.

gangarrera
It means latous, heavy, tired.  Person annoyed by his excessive insistence.  Persistent, intense. 



gangas
It means rebates, promotions.  Commercial practice of lowering prices to sell more .  Plural of bargain .

gangazo
In Colombia unique opportunity to buy something of good quality very cheap.  Offer, slump, cheap.  Bargain
augmentative.  Single bargain or extreme rebate.

gango
It means shed or makeshift shade made with branches or straw.  In Spain it is a kind of tienducha that makes tavern or
canteen.  Name of a Snik song. 

gangocha
It is a word used in Ecuador. The Guangoche work, sacking. Street or street sales activity. When we say gangocha bag
refers to a harsh and rough fabric to transport goods, also called sacking.

gangoso
Person who has diction defects.  He doesn't pronounce the words well. 

gangsta
It's a type of music derived from Rap.  It is about youth violence in the most depressed areas of cities.  It is also called
Gangsta Rap or Rap of Engineer.  The word is derived from gangster (Criminal Career, Criminal of trade).

ganoderma
It means that skin glow you or the part outside, that has luster, that is brilliant.  It is the name of a genus of
basidiomycete fungi.  They are known as pipes or mushrooms and are found all over the world.

gansao
gansao is incorrectly written and it should be written as Gansao ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Gansao.  It is the name of a Brazilian Player of Poker Superstars, who has won a lot of money.  In Chinese it
means washing or dry cleaning.

gantelea
It is the name of a plant of medicinal uses.  It is a term of French origin, which means that it has gloves.  It refers to the
root of the plant being whitish.  The plant belongs to the Campanulaceae family.  Most have a toxic white beats.

ganya
In the language of jargon and stray means marijuana, weed, monkey or maracachafa.

gañán
Tough, rough and rough man.  In Colombia it means rude, coo, zafio, worker, day laborer, labriego, worker.  Malandrin.

gañido
It means growl.  Howl, squeal or noise emitted by a fierce animal.  Demonstration of fierceness, showing of teeth. 
Action and effect of gañir .  Inflection of gañir . 



gañir
It means to emit groans, to emit laments.  Complaining, sobbing, crying.  Moaning, whimpering, squealing, moaning. 

gañiz
It's a way of calling the dice.  Set of small cubes with dots representing numbers on each of their faces.  It can mean, to
count, to keep accounts, to calculate.  It is a word of Sanskrit origin.

gañote
In Colombia, it means guarguero, throat, gullet, ganon.  It has thick voice.

gañón
It means throat, gaznate,, neck.

gara
It is a small flat plateau, raised and vertically edged that is occasionally found in the Sahara Desert.  It's also a way to
call it an elevated platform at a train station.  In Basque language it means we are and it is the name of a newspaper of
socialist court of that region.  It is published in Basque, Spanish and French.

garabata
It can mean entanglement, trap, plot, intrigue, machination, plot.  It's also a way to call a rake-like or rake-like tool.  It is
one of the common names of a pita-like plant.  It is also called chaguar, caraguatá or bromeliad.  Its scientific name is
Bromelia hieronymi, from the family Bromeliaceae.  Fine fibers for textile use are extracted from it.  It is also called the
fiber that is extracted, similar to the cabuya.  Its leaves have on the cutting edges that hurts livestock and people.

garabato
A doodle is a marionette, an illegible sign, a signature.  In the Colombian fields is a hook made of wood, in the form of
hook used to hang objects.  It is also a rod with hook used a whip to hurry the donkeys.  Shorter, also serve as a
complement in a harness.  Nickname of mythical character among fans of the America de Cali, who say cursed them so
it wasn't not champion for many years.  His real name was Benjamín Urrea Monsalve.  It is the name of a typical dance
of the Carnival of Barranquilla.  Signs, sign, marionette, hook, graph.

garabojo
It can be the pin that holds the arches of a yoke.  Yoke.  The word exists in Portuguese and Galician.  There is also
garaboujo or garabojo.  In addition colloquially it can be considered as a combination of the words doodle and drawing,
which refers to children's drawings.  Blowjobs, doodle, monachos. 

garabujo
It can be the pin that holds the arches of a yoke.  Yoke.  The word exists in Portuguese and Galician.  There is also
garaboujo.  In addition colloquially it can be considered as a combination of the words doodle and drawing, which refers
to children's drawings.  Blowjobs. 

garaje
Place where a vehicle is parked or stored.  In Colombia site for car parking.  Car park. 

garantista



It means that it offers all the guarantees.  In legal means that the warranty applies or is a way of correctly applying the
laws without tertiary to either party.

garañona
It is the name of an alcoholic beverage made of cane alcohol and mix which macerated herbs.  It is typical of Metepec in
Mexico State.

garapiña
It is a fermented drink made of pineapple, popular in Mexico.  It is similar to that in Colombia is called Guarapo. 
tepache.

garapito
It's a aquatic insect.  It is also called clean water or barquerito.  It belongs to the family Notonectidae and the genus
Notonecta .  Name of an ecological trail near Topanga, California ( Garapito Canyon Trail ).  It is the name of a stream in
that same region, near Los Angeles.

garavito
It is a surname of Spanish origin (Region of Cantabria), although there are theories that it comes from Italy or France. 
Name of a Colombian town in the Department of Boyacá, near the municipality of Saboyá.  Surname of a serial child
killer and rapist, who committed his crimes in Colombia and Ecuador. 

garay
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a Filipino vessel similar to the chalana.  Surname of Argentine footballer,
nationalized In Spain, whose full name is Ezequiel Marcelo Garay . 

garb
It is an English word meaning suit, dress, clothing, clothing, clothing.  It was the way of calling muslims to the western
part of the Iberian Peninsula that previously corresponded to Lusitania, which today is Portugal plus an additional
territory of southern Spain (Extremadura, Andalusia and Badajoz).

garbancillo
It is one of the common names that are known to Astragalus nitidiflorus which is a herbaceous plant of the family
Fabaceae.  He is said also to this plant Astragalus, astragalus, garbancillo de Tallante.

garbancillo de tallante
It is the common name of a plant endemic to Cartagena, in the region of Murcia, in Spain.  It is typical of volcanic soils
and is believed extinct.  It was recently rediscovered.  It is part of the Mediterranean scrub.  Its scientific name is
Astragalus nitidiflorus and belongs to the Fabaceae family and is protected.

garbanzo
It is the name of a plant and its seeds (fruits in pod).   It is a very nutritious legume, whose scientific name is Cicer
arietinum and belongs to the Fabaceae family.  Is noted that also is told in some parts of Spain chickpea to two different
species of the Asteraceae family: Centaurea calcitrapa (chickpea of cure, abreojos) and Mantisalca salmantica
(escobera, flowerhead).



garbillo
Long and chosen esparto.  It can also mean cedazo, sieve, sieve, strainer, zaranda.  Screening implementation.  It is
also a way to call leftover grinding or threshing grains that serve as food for livestock.

garbimba
In the jargon of the street, in Colombia it means despicable person, of very bad habits, of bad ilk.  Ruín , evildoer ,
gañán . 

garbo
It is a term that said donaire, grace, distinction, grace, salt shaker, elegance, poise.

garbosas
Plural of garbosa .  It means that they act with panache, that they move with great grace.  Donairosas, donosas,
galanas, funny, salty, bets, distinguished, haughty, gentle, arrogant. 

garboso
It means that it acts with panache, that it moves with great grace.  Donairoso, donoso, gallardo, gallant, funny, salty,
handsome, distinguished, haughty, gentle, arrogant. 

garbón
It's a way of calling the partridge male.  It is also the way to call a very small wood beam, shack beam or tinder.  Small
way that burns easily and is used to light a fire.

garca
In the countries of the Southern Cone means assembler, loader.  Person who takes advantage or takes advantage of
others.  Advantageous, taken advantage.  Bad person.  Abusive.

garcelo
Garcello is more suitable.  He is a character created by Atsuover Rageminer, from the Friday Night Funkin series.  He is
a heavy smoker and is always with a cigarette in his hand.  He makes challenges with netizens and when he is about to
die he transforms into a ghost. 

garcero
In Colombia it is the nesting place of herons.  Heron nest.  Place or tree where herons sleep.  Related to herons.

garcha
In the area of the Río de La Plata, it means male sexual organ.  Sexual and urinary member of males of many species. 

garchar
In Bolivia means to penetrate, have complete sex.  Copula, fornicate.  In some regions of this country they call penis
hook or virile limb.

garche
In vulgar language it means passionate, intense, fiery.



gardear
It means watching, marking or controlling an opponent in the game of basketball.  Intercept the throw of an opponent in
basketball. 

gardel
Last name of a famous Tango singer, called Carlos Gardel.  Three countries are vying to be the homeland of Carlos
Gardel: France, Uruguay and Argentina.  Died in a plane crash in Medellin.  He was known as "El Zorzal Criollo"

gardenecia
gardenecia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gardenesia" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
Gardenesia. It is a website dedicated to everything related to gardening. They offer all kinds of supplies for the care of
the garden. Seeding place of Gardenias. Gardening.

gareta
In Colombia it means crooked legs, helmet.  It is used more in the plural: garetas .  It can also mean uproar, fight, brawl. 

garetas
In Colombia, it is the plural of gareta.  It means cascorbo.  Presenting separate knees and bowed legs.

garetear
Go to the garete, err, wander, move without a fixed or defined course.  wander. 

gareto
In Colombia it means cascorvo, which has bowed or crooked legs. 

gargallino
It means native of Gargallo, in the Province of Teruel, Autonomous Community of Aragon, in Spain.  Follower of the
artistic characteristics of the Spanish painter and sculptor Pablo Emilio Gargallo Catalan.  It combined classicism and
innovation. 

gargallo
It can refer to a sputum, spit or phlegm.  It's also a way to call a gurgling or bubble of hot air that forms in boiling water. 
Bubbling. 

gargantilla
In Colombia it is a type of thin gold or silver chain, which women use on the neck. 

gargantinegra
It means black or dark throat.  It has a black or dark neck.  It is one of the common names of a migratory bird.  It is also
known as bluish warbler, ?  chipe blue slate , ? blue and black chipe, blue-backed warbler, black throat blue stilt and
black throat blue bijirita.  It is a species of bird in the Parulidae family.  Its scientific name is Setophaga caerulescens.  It
migrates in winter to the Caribbean.  It is a way of calling those who suffer from diphtheria. 

gargitio



Fabulous two-headed dog that was killed by Hercules, in his tenth task, which consisted of stealing Gerion's herd of
cattle, a giant.  The cattle were of red cows and oxen.  Hercules also killed the giant.  He was also called Ortro and was
Cerberus' brother.

garia
It is a word from the Basque language meaning wheat.  Kind of plow grill or series of hooks.  Rake or bielda .  A tool
used to separate and throw straw into stables.  Tool to throw the harvests. 

garibaldi
It is the surname of a military and Italian politician, one of the leaders of the Italian unification, named Giuseppe.  He was
born in Nice, France.  It is the name of a Mexico City Plaza, located in the Lagunilla neighborhood and bordering with
Tepito.  It is important because it gather large amount of Mariachis.  It is also a Mexican variety of sweet bread, muffin.

garifuna
It is an ethnic group of zambos ( mixing of blacks and indigenous ) living in Central America and the Caribbean.  He is
also called Garinagu, Indian black or Black Caribs.  Found mostly in Honduras, Guatemala, Belize, and Nicaragua.

garigolear
In Mexico, it means placing many ornaments.  Decorate, adorn, preening, beautify, embellish, spruce.  In Colombia we
say shake.

garipola
It is the cane used by the one who leads a military band or war band.  It is almost always made of wood with metal tip
and with ribbon embellishments at one end.  This term is most commonly used in Paraguay and Chile.  It can also be a
type of liqueur handcrafted in Argentina using herbal extracts.  It has aniseed flavor and is like a brandy.

garipota
In Chile it has two meanings.  One can be scolding, reconvening, sermon, criticism, reprimand.  It is also a way of saying
gift, gift, yam, encime, bandage.  By extension , leftovers from firewood, tinder .

garita
Small tower with embrasures. Watch Tower.  Place or refuge of the lookout or sentry.  Turret, kiosk, kiosk, shelter,
booth.  In Mexico it is a customs post.

garitero
A person who maintains in the Poe.  In the pool games, garitero is the person who supplied the tacos, balls and serves
as a controller of time.   It can be at the same time waiter.  Watchman, cuidandero, driver, waiter.

garito
Generally speaking it is a clandestine gaming house.  Place where tahur or ludopaths meet to play clandestinely.  It is
also called that, the profits that the play house gets.  Illegal gambling house, gazapón. 

garlancha
In Colombia it is another way to call the shovel.  It is also often called laya and can be a slightly larger padel racket than
normal.  It is an agricultural use tool. 



garlar
In Colombia in a colloquial manner, it means talking much, chat, chat, cotorrear, chattering, talking.

garliborlear
Over adorn the wardrobe.  Place many fringes, tassels or ornaments.

garliborleo
Excessive ornaments on clothing.  Tassels, ornaments, fringes.

garlito
It means trap, lying, fraud and deception.  It is also a bit of fishing craft construction.  NASA.  A garlito can be built with
sticks short and thin.

garnacha
It's a kind of cloak used by magistrates or judges.  It is also a type of grape, which is presumed originally from Sardinia,
3200 years ago (Grenache).  Wine that is made with that grape.

garnitura
It is the decorative and edible accompaniment of a dessert, cake, ponqué or cake.  It can also be special dishes.  It is
also used as a decoration as an enhancer or contrast of the flavor. 

garnufla
In Colombia means ordinary, coarse, rude person and bad manners.  Soez, vulgar.

garnupia
Among criminals means delator, toad, disloyal.  Treacherous.

garoso
In Colombia it means sweet, tragón, comelon.  It also means ambitious, selfish. 

garra
Hand or leg which has highly developed nails.  Finger with a very strong.  Sails, garfa, hook, hook.  By extension power,
honor, strength.

garrada
It means wound with a claw, a fingernail or a claw.  Uñada, unazo, garfiazo, arunetazo, blow, Captura.  claw.

garrafal
Garrafal is a qualifying adjective which means huge, disproportionate, huge, terrible, fatal, monstrous, tremendous,
colossal, crowning.

garrafales
It is an adjective that means big, huge, colossal, tremendous, uppercase, nonsensical, barbarian, loopy, monumental,



gigantic.

garrafas
Plural of carafe.  Type of plastic container for liquid packaging.  Garrafon, pimpina, timbo, calambuco drum.

garrafón
It is an augmentative of carafe.  Container of plastic or glass domed shape, often with a small handle and which is worth
approximately one gallon of liquid.  Large carafe.  Bottle, calambuco.

garrancho
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia it means very skinny, bony, skeletal, spinal.

garrapaticida
Chemical used to eliminate ticks in the livestock.

garrapo
It means stingy, miserable.  A person who miserly .  You don't want to spend your money.   Savering, thrifty.  It is also a
way of calling a pig less than one year old, in the Province of Salamanca in Spain.  Piglet.  It can also be a type of piggy
bank that is shaped like a pig or pig. 

garras
Plural claw .  It means very big and strong nails.  Specialized nails of raptors and some carnivorous animals.  In
Colombia in a colloquial and pejorative way it means ugly (the same as hides or catfish).  Nails, paws, hooks, hooks.

garrear
Means use the claws to defend themselves (an animal).  Scratching, unear, stucco walls, scratch, scratch.  Fight to
blows.

garrida
It is the feminine of garrido.  It means garbosa, haughty, galana, funny, salerosa, graceful, elegant, gentle.

garrido
It is a word that was used in medieval times.  It meant beautiful, beautiful, gallant.  galano , lozano .  It is also a surname
of Spanish origin. 

garrito
It is the name of a Mexican Sweet fried also say that donut.  They are made with flour, eggs and pork lard.

garrobera
It is one of the common names that receives the striped iguana.  It is a very common type of iguana in the Caribbean,
Central America and Colombia.  Its scientific name is Ctenosaura simili and belongs to the family Iguanidae .  It is also
called garrobo, spiny iguana or spiny-tailed iguana.



garrocha
It is a way to call a rod to chop the bulls.  Rod that has a hook at one end.  In Athletics it is the same as pole vault, It is a
long rod that is used by athletes to propel themselves in high jump with pole vault. 

garron
Garron is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Garron." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is garron.  It
means leg of pork and lamb.  Shin, Shin, leg, leg.

garronear
Take advantage of others, abuse of confidence.  Goterear, canalear.  Use abusively from the generosity of others.  In
Colombia we say scrounge or Cap ( Live Cap ).

garrote
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Big, thick and strong from a boat mast.  Lever of a boat.  Tranca.  It can
also mean, cold, tranca, stake, Rod, stick, truncheon, turnstile.

garrotera
In Colombia it means beating (executed with a club, stick or something blunt.  Tunda, zurra, vapuleo, spanking.  In
Mexico it means numbness, cramp, paralysis.

garrotín
Only flamenco singing and dancing born outside Andalusia.  It is believed to have originated in Lleida or Barcelona by
gypsies.  Flamenco sing style ( stick ).  Diminutive of garrote. 

garrover
It is another way to call the algarrobo, which is a tree of the fabaceae family.  Its scientific name is Ceratonia siliqua . 

garrón
It means leg, leg Shin, Shin.

garrucha
In Colombia it is a kind of very rudimentary cable car.  It consists of a chair, basket or board that slides down a cable.  It
doubles as a suspension bridge and is widely used in areas of very rugged mountains to cross large hondonadas. 
Tarabilla, cytola, suspension bridge, rope bridge. 

garrudo
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia means very skinny, bony, skeletal, rickeic.  Very skinny, it's just claw or leather.

garrullo
It means bunch of grapes.  Cluster of the vine.

garrulo
It means bullous, noisy, boisterous.  He is also the person who speaks a lot, loquacious, talkative, chatty, chatty. 



garruña
In Mexico it's a surname.  As a word means selfish, greedy.  It's also a little rodent.

garsa
In Colombia, GARSA (with s) is a Civil Corporation without encourage non-profit, private and autonomous, attached to
the Department administrative of disaster risk (Dagrd), the Ministry of the Interior and justice of the Republic.  Its motto is
"ready to serve".  La GARSA rescue Corporation is a provider of services in health in Colombia.  Garza (with z) is a kind
of wader and a type of fabric, especially for diapers, is pure cotton.

garua
Garua is incorrectly written and it should be written as garúa.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is drizzle.  It is a
very smooth and soft rain, it drizzle.  In Colombia we also say emparamar, Su, or snow.  Fog, fog.

garuda
Name of a mythical bird of Hinduism.  He was considered a demigod.  It looked like a giant eagle and a human body. 
Name of the official Indonesian airline. 

garufa
It can mean jolgorio, parranda, revelry, francachela, fun.  It is also the name of a tango by Uruguayan composers
Roberto Fontaina and Víctor Soliño Seminario and the music is by Juan Antonio Collazo.  Party, partyman. 

garufo
The surname of an Italian footballer of name is Desiderio and which plays at Parma.

garuga
Garuga in Botany is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Burseraceae.  They are known as incense. 
It's synonymous with Boswellia.  Aromatic resin name .  It is widely used in Ayurvedic medicine. 

garumna
Latin name of Garonne, a river in southwestern France.  Name of an island of Ireland on the west coast.  In entomology
it is the name of a genus of Asian grasshoppers, belonging to the family Tropiduchidae.  Name of an asteroid 180 .  The
word is of Oscitan origin and means river, source. 

garzon
The correct term is garzon, with tilde.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a municipality in the
Department of Huila.  Colombia also is a large wader which also said Pionius, garzon soldier, American wood Stork or
jabiru.  Garza grande, augmentative of garza.

garzón
Augmentative heron.  Big garza.  Name of the largest bird in size that exists in Colombia.  It is also known as jabirú,
soldier garzón, tuyuyu.  Its scientific name is Jabiru mycteria and belongs to the family Ciconiidae .  In Colombia Garzón,
it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Huila.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.

garzón soldado
It is the common name given in Colombia to the largest bird in size, of our country and the largest stork in the world.  It



also receives the names of piio, gabán, galán, jabirú, tuyuyu or American jabirú.  Its scientific name is Jabiru mycteria
and belongs to the family Ciconiidae .

gascona
It means origin from Gascogne (Gascony), a region of southwestern France.  Resident or related to Gascogne .

gasmon
It is one of the common names of a perennial plant of the Family Liliacae from the ancient taxonomic classification.  It
has long, hollowed-out leaves like reed.  The flower is a spike.  It is also called gamón, asfólo, varilla de San José,
gamoncillo or gamón blanco.  Its scientific name is Asphodelus albus, from the family Asphodelaceae. 

gasnapido
In Colombia, the correct term is gaznápiro, with z and with tilde.  It means useless, lazy, clumsy, silly.

gasnate
The correct term is gullet, with z.  It means guarguero, throat, neck, Philip, larynx, throat.  It also means sweet, candy,
candy.

gasofa
It is one of the petroleum derivatives that is used as a fuel in light engines.  It is a kind of very low octane gasoline. 

gasolinazo
Refer to the rejection actions carried out in Mexico at the beginning of 2017 by the increase in the price of gasoline. The
use of the term has become viral for the journalism of Latin American countries suffering the scourge of continuous
increases in the prices of fuels as Colombia and in Venezuela.

gasógeno
It is an apparatus or a machine that works using gasification (a procedure that allows obtaining a gaseous fuel called
gassonene gas).  Combustible gas obtained by gasification.  Type of old car that ran on this kind of fuel. 

gasóleo
It means fuel oil for engines (ACPM).  Petroleum derivative that is used as fuel, ordinary diesel.  Derived from petroleum
without Sulfur.   , 

gaspar
Gaspar is a name of Persian origin male and means that guards or protects stewardship.  Gaspar is the name of a
defender of the native of Alava.  Also in Spain is a surname.

gasparito
gasparito is incorrectly written and it should be written as Gasparo, pea.  being its meaning: Gasparito is a diminutive of
Gaspar.  Gasparito is the name of a village on the island of Aruba.  It is also one of the names given in Mexico to the
plant Erythrina caribaea, of the family Fabaceae.  They also told Gasparo or pea.  It is edible.

gastos residuales



They are linear payments collateral charges.  They almost never cover them as expenses, so a category called
unforeseen or remnants of safety is established.

gastón gastador
A person who spends their money without control or repairs.  Wide, giving, generous, wasteful, wasteful person.

gastrectomía:
Gastrectomy is a medical term which means partial or total removal of the stomach.  Termination of part of the stomach.

gastritis crónica
It is a disease characterized by inflammation of the gastric mucosa and which can be caused by multiple factors.  A
biopsy by endoscopy is required to define the cause.

gastritis erosiva
It is a type of intestinal injury.  It consists of the noticeable loss of gastric mucosa caused by damage to the defenses of
the mucosa.  In general, it is acute, manifested by hemorrhage.  Loss of the intestinal flora, ulcers.

gastrobar
It is a commercial establishment, restaurant type where you can tapas.   Restaurant bar or bar restaurant.  Type of bar,
where they sell meals that are prepared quickly. 

gastrolito
It is the name given to a rock that the animals ingest for easy digestion.  It is typical in animals that lack teething, such
as birds.  Ingested rock or food.  Gastric rock or stomach. 

gastronomía
It is the science that is dedicated to the study of meals and their forms of preparation.  Etymologically it means science
of the stomach or food (or good eating), which is simply the science of preparing meals well.  Culinary, good cuisine. 

gastropatía erosiva
Gastropathy erosive, is a medical term which refers the lesions causing severe irritation of the intestinal mucosa, also
called intestinal flora. This injury causes that the mucosa to produce a sore and bleeding ( go losing 41 gastric ulcer;
Poorly cared for the erosive gastropathy can even generate gastric cancer.

gastrón
It's the name of an online store.

gat
GAT is a common name of several cities in ancient Israel.  Usually they were cities of the Philistines and the most
recognized is the birthplace of Goliath.  This city of Gath was ruled by King Achish

gata
Female cat .  Woman who is very affectionate or spoiled. In Spain it is the name of a town in the Province of Cáceres
and a geographical feature on the coast of Almería (Cabo). 



gate
It is not a word the Spanish language but English. It means door, exit gate.

gatear
Way of moving a baby, before you learn to walk.  Advance or move on all fours.  In Colombia, in a colloquial way, get
into the room of the beloved secretly.

gateña
It means native of Gata, in the Province of Cáceres in Extremadura, Spain.  It can refer to the city or the Sierra that have
the same name (Gata).  Class of goldsmithing and accessories and jewelry.  Common name of a plant for medicinal
uses.  It is also called cat, abrojo, goldarrám, mielca, uñegato.  molomaga , asnillo , anonis , vega cart , rompearados . 
Its scientific name is Ononis spinosa and it belongs to the Fabacea family.  

gatillar
In Argentina is used to denote a mortgage covering or the payment of a debt. Fulfillment of economic engagement. In
Colombia and South America, it is also used as synonym for lock into place, shoot, make fire with a pistol or a revolver.

gatillero
It is a word of is used to designate a murderer, who squeezed the trigger, Hitman. Person dedicated to kill using
firearms. Criminal.

gatillo
Shutter or shutter button.  The moving part of the weapons through which the shot is fired.  An iron instrument, like pliers
or pliers, with which molars and teeth are extracted.  Diminutive of cat. 

gato
Domestic feline.  Pussycat, misifu, michito, michin, micho.  It is a carnivorous mammal of the family Felidae, its scientific
name is Felis silvestris catus.  A tool that is used to lift the vehicle to change a tire.  In Colombia we also tell Jack to the
seizure, the snacks, provision, refreshment, food that takes to consume during a long journey.  Fish cat or cat is a little
aggressive shark species, their scientific name is Ginglymostoma cirratum, of the family Ginglymostomatidae.  Shark is
also called cat or nurse.  Feeds on mollusks that sucks in the bottom of the sea.  Also said you fish cat or cat to the a
siluriforme freshwater fish.  also call catfish.  They are families, do not have scales and have beards or mustaches. 
There are even some marine species.

gato por liebre
The expression " meter cat poke " or " give cat poke " It's just the form colloquial of say trick, scam, fake, deceive,
defraud, swindle.

gato servante
It is one of the common names by which a medium-sized feline is known in Colombia.  It is also known as yaguarundí,
jaguarundi or moorish cat, jaju, ounce, lion or lion breñero, red cat, zonco cat, candingo, tigrillo, guina or eyrá.  Its
scientific name is Herpailurus yagouaroundi and belongs to the family Felidae. 

gatos
It is one of the names that have the domestic cats, whose scientific name is Felis silvestris catus.  We also tell them,
kittens, Michines, Michinos, Pachitos and Morrongos. Cats in mechanics, are also the pneumatic or hydraulic devices



used to lift or pry pesos,

gatuperio
It means intrigue, mess, mess, trap, tangle, maneuver, plot, plot, conspiracy and interest.

gauchada
In Colombia it means ingenuity, something that is done with a lot of intelligence to solve a problem.  Something talented
and inventive.

gaucho
It is the name given to the inhabitants of the plains of Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay, , Southern Bolivia and
Northern Chile.  They are characterized by their special clothing and by being skilled riders.  Plainof the Great Chaco
Region.

gaufre
It is a word of French language that means Belgian pasta.  In Spanish is accepted to waffle.

gaufrera
It is Colombia say waffle iron.  It is an appliance designed to prepare the gaufre or waffle (Belgian paste).

gaussia
In botany it is the name of a genus of palm trees in the family Arecaceae.  Its name is due to the fact that it was
dedicated to the German mathematician Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss.  These palm trees are found in Mexico, Central
America and the Caribbean.  There is also an asteroid with the same name and it was also named for the same reason. 
Dedicated to Gauss, in Honor of Gauss. 

gaúcho
It means that he is from the countryside, that he is a peasant.  Who does field work and is a good rider.  It is also used to
refer to who was born in the State of Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil. 

gavera
In Colombia is a mold, molding, Panel or box where blocks and bricks are made.  Trunk or mould for making cheese.

gaveta
In Colombia it means drawer, compartment, box, shelf, division. 

gavial
It is the name given to a crocodile-like reptile, which is endemic to India.  It is recognized for having its snout quite long
and thin.  Its scientific name is Gavialis gangeticus, belonging to the genus Gavialis and the family Gavialidae.  It feeds
only on fish.  

gavieta
Small sail that is placed in the largest mastelero of a boat.  Seagull, small gavia. 



gavilanes
In Colombia we say hawks to the rapazuelos or raponeros that inadvertently steal from people on the street.  Thugs,
criminals and predatory.  They have very good view.  That it remain on the prowl, expectant.

gavilán
It is one of the common names of a bird of prey.  It is also called acer or Falcon.  Belongs to the family Accipitridae and
its scientific name is Accipiter nisus.  It is also one of the common names of a tree known as acer campestre, less Maple
or maple wild.  It is the family Sapindaceae.  In Colombia is a prototype light aircraft.  It is also a surname of Spanish
origin.  It is the name of a mountain in Chile.

gavilla
In Colombia it is a group of people who collectively attack someone.  Montonera . 

gavillas
Plural of sheaf .  In Colombia they are groups of people who attack another one collectively.  Gangs, montoneros,
combos, bands. 

gaviola
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Last name of a great Argentine scientist, dedicated to Physics and Astronomy.  Its full
name was Ramón Enrique Gaviola .  Gaviola (or gabiola), is another of the names given to soursop (tree and fruits),
especially in Bolivia.  It is also called graviola, paw, Brazilian paw, catuche, guanaba, head black, yaca, sagua-sagua. 
Its scientific name is Annona muricatan and belongs to the family Annonaceae.  It has medicinal uses and they say it
cures various types of cancer.

gavión
It can be a bird similar to the gull, but larger in size.  In Colombia it is a metal basket filled with stone that is used as a
filter wall to contain mass erosion processes.  It is also a type of top hat. 

gay
In Latin it means joy, joy, joy.  It is a surname of Occitan origin (South of France) and popular in Spain.  Surname of a
former Argentine football player, who officiated as a goalkeeper.  He covered in Independent of Avellaneda and America
of Cali.  Its full name is Carlos Alfredo Gay

gaya ciencia
Gaya is another way of calling the magpie.  In the science of gay ornithology, it has the scientific name of Pica pica and
belongs to the Corvidae family.  It is also called queer, picaza, picaraza, pega or kenku.  Gayá or Gaya is a Valencian
surname.  Last name of a Spanish footballer (left back), named José Luis Gaya Peña.

gayes
gayes is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Gaye" being its meaning:<br>I think the question is by Gaye. It is
the surname of a musician and singer American named Marvin Gaye, known as the Prince of the Soul or the Prince of
Motown.

gayo
It means that it is very cheerful, friendly and showy.  That makes excitement, bustling, partying.  Garrulous.  It was also
the name of an ancient jurist in Rome in the second century.  It is also another way of referring to the jay (Garrulus



glandarius) a bird of the Corvidae family. 

gaza
It means in strong Hebrew, fortified place.  The word is of Persian origin and meant real treasure.  It is the name of a city
and a territorial strip that remains in southeast of Israel, on limits with Egypt and the Mediterranean Sea.  It is a territory
dominated by the Hamas group and is considered Palestinian territory.

gazapera
It is the name of the nest where the DOE cares for their kits.  Rabbit Hutch.  Burrow or den of rabbits.  In Colombia
means noise, fight, get, rina, scandal.

gazapo
Name given to the breeding of the rabbit .  Juvenile rabbit .  Agile, disguised and cunning person.  Lie, denture, falasia. 
It is also the name given to a missed text or speech that goes unnoticed by most readers or listeners. 

gazapos
It's a way to call rabbit pups.  They are also mistakes that are made in a writing and that are not easily detected. 

gazatí
He wants to say a native of Gaza, the city of Palestine.  You can also use gazzatí.  Relating to Gaza, either the city or
the Strip. 

gazebo
It means kiosk, temple or viewpoint.

gazi
It is the name of a city of Crete, in Greece.  In Turkish the word means triumphant.  How to designate Osman I, also
called Sultan Osman Gazi.  He was a leader and ruler of the Ottoman Empire.  It is also the name of a modern
suspension bridge in the Gulf of Izmit, in the Marmara Sea.

gazmoña
It means appearance, hypocrisy, falsehood, lie, deceit.  Person who deceives or who cheats.  Scammer, false,
hypocritical, liar, trickster. 

gazmoño
It means hypocritical, which appears what it is not.  That disguises , that appears .  Cunning, false, deceiving, disguised. 

gaznate
In Colombia you mean neck, throat, guarguero, walnut, larynx, Philip.  In Mexico gaznaton, candy, sweet.

gaznápiro
In Colombia it means lerdo, clumsy, silly.



gaztetche
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Basque language.  Means youth.

gazuzua
The correct term is gazuza.  It is a word that means hunger, appetite, desire to eat and cravings to eat, wins, need,
desire, desire, greed, edge.  It is used in Mexico.

gálata
It means native of Galatia, an ancient country in Asia Minor.  The territory currently belongs to Turkey. 

gálibo
Maximum dimensions of a vehicle.  Template or pattern for tracing or checking a profile.  Perimeter marking the
maximum dimensions of a vehicle's cross-section. 

gánguil
It is a type of fishing boat that has two bows and a lateen sail.  A form of fishing that is carried out with a very narrow
trawl. 

gánguiles
Plural of gang.  It is a type of fishing boat that has two bows and a lateen sail.  A form of fishing that is carried out with a
very narrow trawl. 

gárgola
It is another way to call the hazelnut tree, the common hazelnut tree in Spain.  It is also called ablano, aurán, cuculo,
gambote, gargula, carrilete, horse.  Its scientific name is Corylus hazelnut and belongs to the family Betulaceae.  Be
fantastic grotesque looking.  

gárrulo
It means bully, noisy, boisterous.  He is also the person who speaks a lot, loquacious, talker, charlatan, parlanchín.

gásfiter
Person who has the job of uncovering pipes, toilets and grease traps. 

gástrula
In Trilaminar Embryo Biology.  It is a stage of embryonic development in almost all animals (the exception is the sea
sponge).

gdpr
GDPR is the acronym or abbreviation for General Data Protection Regulation (General data protection regulations)

gebrüder
It is a Word in the German language meaning brothers (der gebrüder).  Singular is Bruder. 



gecho
In Colombia it means developing, maturing.  Attractive.  It is in an intermediate stage between green and ripe. 

gedania
It is the name in latin and Spanish of the city of Gda?sk in Poland.  The name of one minor planet orbiting our Sun.

gedania-
It is the Latin and Spanish name of the city of Gdansk in Poland.  Name of a minor planet orbiting our sun ( Asteroid
name - 764 ) 

gehema
The correct term is Gehenna.  It is a word of Greek origin, it appears in the Holy Bible and Means hell, purgatory.  Hell or
Purgatory of the Jews.

gehena
It is a word of Greek origin, it appears in the Holy Bible and Means hell, purgatory.

geiner
It is a male name of Scandinavian origin meaning warrior, fighter.  It also means leader.  There are in that sense the
einer, jeiner and heiner variants. 

geisers
English plural of geyser.  In Spanish geysers are used.  Name given to the jets of steam or boiling water that flows in
certain places of the earth and that have volcanic origin.  They are spouts of thermal waters that expel it at high
pressure.  The word is of Icelandic origin and means supplier. 

geisha
Name given to a traditional Japanese artist, whose main function is to animate parties, banquets and gatherings.  They
usually prepare in the various protocols from a very young age. 

gel
Substance of colloidal appearance .  A substance of density similar to that of a liquid with a solid structure.  Thick liquid,
strained, cream.  It can also mean liquid soap.  Gelatin, gelatinous.  It can also be gelatin apocope. 

gelatina
It is the name given to a natural substance, with liquid density but with solid structure.  Thick substance, gel.  It is
generally colorless, tasteless, odorless and thick.  It results from the cooking of cartilage and bones.  Collagen, casting,
gel, colloid.  It is a complex protein, made up of amino acids.  It has colloidal appearance. 

gelidos
The correct term is icy, always with tilde.  It means ice cream, very cold, weedy.

gellivara
It is the name of a town in Sweden, also known as Gällivare.  It is also the name of an asteroid (1073) that was initially



named 1923 OW by astronomers.  It was discovered 100 years ago. 

gemal
Name of a village in Guatemala .  Xemal. 

gemas
It is the plural of gem.  Gemstone, crystallized minerals.  Jewelry, jewelry.  In Botany: buds, shoots, buds, buttons.

gematría
It is a method of interpreting names, words, or phrases in Hebrew, using the numerical values assigned to each of the
characters in the alphabet.  The term gematria is also used. 

gemelas
It means identical, same, pairs.  Also, twins, sisters, shark, gouaches, guys.

gemelo
Twin and twin Colombia is not equal.  Twins are the brothers who are born in a double birth but have different sex at
birth.  Twins are identical at all: born in the same birth, born of the same sex.  Childbirth in which two children are born. 
Twin stands for equal, identical, parallel, mielgo, brother, gouache, buddy, torque, guare.

gemeya
It is a woman's name derived from Gemma or gemma.  It means precious stone. 

gemir
It means to emit groans, to emit laments.  Complaining, sobbing, crying.  Whimpering, whimpering, squealing, groaning. 

gemir sollozar
Moaning, sobbing, are synonymous with crying.

gemínidas
That is to say related to Gemini, which belong to Gemini.  It is the name of some shooting stars that are sighted in the
month of December.  They are supposed to come from or belong to the Gemini Constellation.  His llivia is sighted in
December. 

gemnosperma
gemnosperma is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gymnosperm" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Gymnosperms ( Gymnospermae ). They are vascular plants that produce seeds bare. The seeds are exposed in a little
defined flower ( it is a specialized branch, which has fertile leaves called esporofilos ). A superior, or vascular plant is a
plant that develops differentiated tissues, to form stems, flowers, roots, leaves, branches and fruit. They are also called
Spermatophyta ( Spermatophytae ). To the gymnosperms, belong the Ginkoales, Gnetales, cycads and conifers. Simple
and well known examples are the araucarias.

genaro
Genaro is incorrectly written and should be written as "Gennaro or Januarius." being its meaning:<br>Is a name of origin



male Latino ( Roman ) means devoted to the God Janus, for this reason, it is also possible to write it with J: Jenaro.
Devoted to peace, peacemaker. San Genaro is a Saint of the Catholic Church, which according to the tradition, not
condensed permanently blood ( with the prayer of the faithful suffer liquefaction ) initially of baptism was called Proculus
or Protocol.

gendarmes
The Gendarmes are those who make up the gendarmerie. The person invested with authority and who wears uniform. In
some countries it makes the function of 40 police; as in 41 France; in others it resembles the Civil Guard.

gendarmes
The Gendarmes are those who make up the gendarmerie. The person invested with authority and who wears uniform. In
some countries it makes the function of 40 police; as in 41 France; in others it resembles the Civil Guard.

gendarmes
The Gendarmes are those who make up the gendarmerie. The person invested with authority and who wears uniform. In
some countries it makes the function of 40 police; as in 41 France; in others it resembles the Civil Guard.

generación
The action or effect of generating .  It means causing, causing, creating, or producing a thing.  That appears or arises . 
It is also to reproduce, to beget.  A set of people who are about the same age and have a similar attitude or behavior. 
Etareo group .  Succession of descendants in a straight line .  In Technology new phase of development of a specific
product to which all innovations and advances are applied according to scientific progress not taken in a phase or
previous stage. 

generación alpha
It is the name given to those born after 2010.  They are daughters of generations X and millennials.  It is believed that
they will be fully sheltered by technology. 

general
It means universal, total, global, imprecise, vague.  Of all, for all.  It also means ordinary, usual, current, common.  In the
militia it is a high grade among the officers.  Commander, strategist, High Command. 

genesio
It means of good origin, of great lineage.  It is a male name of Greek origin.  Name of an ancient Greek city south of
Lerna.  There was a sanctuary to Poseidon.  It was in Argolide.  Name of a greek author of the tenth century, also known
as Joseph Genesius.  He wrote the Byzantine Chronicle. 

genéticamente
It means using genetics, because of genetics, because of genetics.  The correct and full term is organism genetically
modified, also known as transgenic.  They are organisms that are obtained through genetic modification, modification of
genes.  Improved varieties.

gengibre
The correct term is ginger.  It is the name of a plant in the Zingiberaceae family, characterised by its aroma and spicy
flavor, its scientific name is Zingiber officinale.  In Sanskrit language it means body or form of Horn.  It is a Rhizome of
medicinal use.



genialidades
Plural of genius.  Actions of a genius.  Talent and fantasy tests developed by someone very skilled or witty.  Ability to
create or invent .

genio
A person who uses his intelligence properly.  Very clever.  Talent, aptitude, wise, eminence, witty, intelligent.  It can also
mean character, temperament, talante, mettle, nature, mood.

genitivo
It means that you can give rise to something, which you can create or spawn.  In grammar is a decline which indicates
possession, ownership, or property.  Holder.  The genitive exists in several languages as for example in Polish and
German.

genízaro
Turkish army soldier.  It is also accepted Janízaro.  Sultan's guard or escort.

geno
It is a prefix and suffix of Greek origin meaning root, wedge, origin.  Who was born from, which generates, giving origin,
causes, which comes from, which was born, that it breeds or was he begotten.  .

genocidio
Genocide is a crime against humanity which is intended to eliminate a family, a population, an ethnic group or a breed
for any discriminatory reason.  Extermination or annihilation of people for political, religious or racial reasons.

genoflexo
The correct term is genuflexo.  It means that it is is sunk, kneeling, fennel.  Kneeling.

genoveva
It's a woman's name of Celtic origin.  It means woman who has a clear face.  Pale-faced.  Name of a saint of the
Catholic church, who is the patron saint of the city of Paris and the French Gendarmerie.

genovés
It means native of Genoa the city of Northern Italy or the Colombian municipality of the Department of Quindio.  Xeneixe
or Zeneize .  Relative to Genoa

gente arenosa
It is a way of calling people, malgeniadas, in a bad mood.  People who do not tolerate jokes or jokes of black humor. 
Bitter.  The literal connotation of young people is vulgar (means having sand in the vagina).

gente selecta
It means chosen people, people selected for a particular event.

gentil
Person who works with kindness, courtesy and education.  In Colombia you mean attentive, courteous, polite, gallant,



kind, considerate.

gentilicamelus
It means soft camel or delicate camel.  is a type of camel that lived about 25 million years ago in North America.  It
existed between the Oligocene and the Miocene.

gentío
Mean crowd, agglomeration of people, crowd.

gentrificación
It means elitization, gentrification.  It is the process of improving the way of life of a community and that implies a change
of attitude, customs and increase of social status and economic power.  It's a pretty complex process. 

gentrificar
It is the rehabilitation or valorization of impoverished or abandoned land, through appropriate development and
construction processes.  Value deteriorated areas.  It is an anglilicism, derived from gentry which means low nobility,
impoverished. 

genua
In Latin it is the plural of genu, which means knee.  It is also one of the names given to Genoa, the Italian city (Genu,
Genuo).  It is a name for an asteroid (485). 

genuflexión
It is an exercise in Gymnastics, which consists of bending over, bending the knee.  Genu in Latin, means knee.  A sign
of reverence or submissiveness. 

genuina
It means that it is affirmative, that it is true.  That it is true.  Real, true, authentic, truthful, reliable.  Legitimate, positive,
sincere. 

genuino
It means that it is true, original, authentic, legitimate.  Natural, pure, own.  It retains its purity and authenticity. 

geochelone
It means terrestrial turtle, earth turtle, earthenlonium.  It is a genus of lyolon reptiles ( turtles) in the family Testudinidae,
made up of terrestrial or terrestrial turtles.  It refers to this type of turtles from Asia and Africa.

geociencia
Science dedicated to the study of the earth. 

geodesicas
geodesicas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Geodesicas" as meaning:<br>The geodesics in geometry is
the shorter measurement between two points in a given area and is composed of a straight line.



geodesta
Person versed in measurements and shape of the earth.  Person who studied Geodesy.

geofagia
Intake of Earth.  It is the custom of eating dirt.  It is a common practice of some animals in order to acquire minerals that
are missing to your diet.  It is common in primates, birds and even some children.

geofago
In the first months of life, a child can be geofago.  It is an adjective that means eating Earth.

geofonía
Although it would literally mean sounds of the earth, geophony is the non-biological sounds of an environment or a
habitat.  They can be considered as such the noise of the wind between the trees, lis drips of water or the sound of a
current or flow, rl break of the waves of the sea on the coast, a tremor.  Science that is applied to detect leaks of liquids
in networks.  Devices called geophones are used. 

geoglifo
The geoglyphs are geometrical, Zoomorphic figures or fitomorfas built in Plains or slopes tended ( usually in deserts of
lands to clear ) by addition or accommodation of stones of volcanic origin and darker. The most characteristic of these
figures built with a slight undercutting of the soil is that correspond to a single stroke and only you can appreciate its true
magnitude from a great height, as they are very large. The best example of the geoglyphs are the Nazca lines.

geogr
It is an abbreviation used for geography, especially in dictionaries.

geografía
It is the science that describes the surface of the earth or territories.  Study or description of the physical appearance of
the terrain.  Figuratively panorama, landscape, terrain, territory. 

geoide
It means that it has the appearance of the earth, which resembles the earth.  It has topography similar to that of the
earth. 

geolecto
It is the dialect or slang of a small, well-defined area.  Slang of a neighbourhood or area of a city.

geolocalización
It is the Act of locating a point according to its geographic coordinates. To achieve this using an appliance called GPS (
stands for Global Positioning System ) in Spanish is the Global Positioning System. Tracking a GPS signals.

geolocalizar
It is the way to locate a person or object by using the GPS or Global Positioning System, which determines the exact
location coordinates. 



geomembrana
It is a kind of synthetic material, very resistant, which is used to maintain watertightness.  They are materials that
prevent the infiltration of liquid substances into the pores of the soil.  It is used to prevent water from infiltrating the
ground.  It is widely used in the oil industry to prevent the infiltration of hydrocarbons into the soil and landfills to prevent
leachate leakage.  It is also called geotextile .  It is very comfortable to use, for the ease of transport, reduces prices and
installs fast.  which makes it very useful in spill contingencies.

geometria fractal
It means cracking or chipping appearance. 

geometría
It is the branch of mathematics that is dedicated to the study of geometric figures.  Branch of mathematics that is
dedicated to the study, form, measurement of figures or geometric bodies.  Branch that studies the relationship between
points, lines, angles, planes and geometric figures. 

geométrico
Relating to geometry, that is, to the plane, to the figures and bodies of matter in space.  Which is accurate or precise. 
Rigorous, mathematical, calculated, correct.  It can also mean very high, pronounced, very fast. 

geophis
It means earth snakes, land ofidio.  It is the name of a genus of cholubrids belonging to the family Dipsadinae .  They
are called tender snakes or mining snakes.  It is found in Mexico, Central and South America.

georgia
It is the name of a sovereign Republic in Eastern Europe, its capital is Tbilisi.  It is the name of a State of the United
States and its capital is Atlanta.  It is the name of a town in the State of Vermont in the United States.  Georgia is also a
surname of a Botany and scientific called Ada E.  Georgia, wrote treatises of weeds, gardening and agriculture.

geosfera
It is the solid layer of the earth, part of the planet formed by the soil or the earth. 

geotactismo
Geotaxia, geotactismo is the same as Geotropism or gravitropism. It refers to the effects presented the force of gravity
with respect to the development of certain organs of the plants. They can be positive or negative. For example the roots
have geotactismo or geotropism positive, as they are left to attract the gravity and that grow toward the center of the
Earth; the branches or stem have negative geotactismo as they move away from the center of the Earth ( Geotactismo
negative, but positive phototropism )

geotextil
It is a type of waterproof membrane that is used to prevent infiltrations into the soil.  It is also often called a
geomembrane.  It is widely used in the oil industry. 

geovany
It is a male Italian name and means God is Merciful.  Variant: Geovani.  Name of a Puerto Rican, baseball's White Sox
Chicago (Geovany Soto).



gepesear
In Colombia in a colloquial way it means locating someone, find it with precision.  It is derived from the acronym in
English GPS (Global Positioning System, or system of Global Positioning, which determine the exact coordinates of a
point).

gera
It is the name of a Spanish river, in the Province of Asturias.  It is a tributary of the Narcea River. 

geranio
In Colombia it is also the common name of a garden plant of beautiful and permanent flowers.  It is also known as
boyfriend, pelargonium or gitanilla.  It belongs to the family Geraniaceae and there are many species. 

gerano
It is the name of an Italian town in the province of Rome, Lazio Region.  Gerano or Geranos was the name of an ancient
dance of Crete and Delos.  The word as such means crane, like a crane.

gerbil
It is the English name of a small rodent.  It is also known as gerbil (misnoun), gerbil, merion, jird.  Its scientific name is
Meriones unguiculatus and it belongs to the family Muridae.  

gerda
Name of woman of Danish origin.  Name of Danish painter .  Danish erotic illustrator and painter, whose full name was
Gerda Marie Fredrikke Gottlieb, better known as Gerda Wegener.  Name of the protagonist of the film "The Danish Girl".
 Name of German journalist and photographer named Gerta Pohorylle, also known as Gerda Taro, who used the
pseudonym Gerta Pohorylle, who was a pioneer in photography and war correspondent.  Name of an asteroid ( 122 ) . 
Variant of the name : Gerta , name of a warrior virgin . 

gerenuces
It is the plural of Gerenuk.  In the somali language it means long neck.  They are known as the Gazelle giraffe or
garanuug, its scientific name is Litocranius walleri.  He lives in the drier parts of the African Horn.  They are the family
Bovidae.

geriátrico
In Colombia is a hospice for elderly, nursing home, home feriatrico.  Old concerning the elderly.  Nursing home or
hospital for the elderly.

gerion
Name of a monstrous being from Greek mythology, He was the son of Chrysaor and Callirroe.  It was giant and
possessed 3 trunks and three heads. 

gerly
It is a name used for men and women. ???pc is pronounced. It is of English origin and means Noble and rigorous.

germa
It is a term used in the Peru and means in love, swallowed, ennoviada, prendada, Tsunade, passionate.  Female young,



girl, girl.

germano, na
It means Germania, that it comes from it or belongs to it.  It means German ( a ) .  Which is from Germany, relative to
Germany. 

germánico
Means related to the Germans (Germans) or Germany (or Germany).  It was also the name of a politician and Roman
military.  Germano.

germu
germu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Jermu" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is jermu.  It is a
very colloquial way of saying woman.

gernika
In Basque is the name of a town in the Basque country (Vizcaya, Spain).  Officially and in Basque is Gernica-Lumo.  In
Spanish it is Guernica and Luno or Guernica.  Gernica beneath the bombs, is the name of a movie, a television
miniseries.

geroan
Geroan or Heroin, are names of man of Gallic origin and they in French are pronounced almost the same.  It means
warrior, fighter.  They are considered variants of Germán, Fernán and Hernán. 

geroarte
geroarte is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gero art." being its meaning:<br>The more appropriate term is
Gero art. It is not the Spanish language but the Basque. Means up to then ( farewell ).

gerontocida
It means that it kills the elderly.  Murderer of the elderly.  That kills old people. 

geroproctector
It is a substance, usually for pharmacological use, that aims to counteract the causes of aging and all conditions caused
by increasing age.

gerrerro
The correct term is Guerrero.  Person who does or lives in the war.  Soldier.  It's synonymous with a fighter, brave.  In
Colombia it is told Jerrero the person who hunts or consumes Jerre Jerre, which is the same armadillo, Gurre or
armadillo.  Guerrero is a surname of Spanish origin very common in all Latin America.  Name of a city and a state in
Mexico.

gerson
It is a name of Hebrew and biblical origin male.  It means strange, far stranger.  Gerson is the name of a great player
from Brazil.  Gershon, Hersan variants.



gersuind-
It is a name in German.  It is the name of a character in the drama Kaiser Karls Geisel by German writer Gerhart
Hauptmann.  It is more appropriate to use Gerswind , It can translate prairie wind .  It is also the name of an asteroid
(686). 

gertrud
The varinate in German's wife's name is Gertrude.  It is a name of Germanic origin and means Warrior.  The name of a
Danish of Carl Theodor Dreyer 1964 film.

gertrudis
It is a name of woman of German origin and means warrior, fighter.  Name of a 1964 Danish film by Carl Theodor
Dreyer.  Santa Gertrudis, is the name of a breed of cattle of bulky body in meats and red fur.

gerusía
Government of the Elders.  Authority of Patriarchs or Elders. 

geruza
It is a Basque language word meaning cape, hand or film.  Thin layer covering a part or material.

gesamtlänge
It is a term of the German language.  It means total length, long .  It is also possible to use gesamtlaenge. 

gesta
Made of dream relevance.  Feat, a feat, heroism and epic.

gestación
Pregnancy or pregnancy period.  The period from conception (or fertilization) to labor or birth.  Pregnancy. 

gestapo
Name of the secret police of the Nazis.  It is the abbreviation for Geheime Staatspolizei in German, which translates
"Secret State Police"

gestas
It is the name of a French town in the Pyrénées Atlantiques.  It is the name of the bad thief who accompanied Jesus and
Dimas (good thief), in the martyrdom of Golgotha.  It is also the plural of quest, which is to say, exploit, feat, epic.

getta
It is a word from the Italian language, meaning spear. 

getudo
In Colombia Getudo or Jetudo is the name of a river fish.  Its scientific name is Ichthyoelephas longirostris and belongs
to the family Curimatidae.  It is also known as Patalo, Hocicon or big kiss.  Mouth or big lips.  It is also the name of a
tributary River of the rúo Magdalena (Tolima Department) and the name of a geological fault in the same region.



geumofobia
It's the fear of tasting things.  Fear or aversion to flavors or sense of taste. 

géiser
Name given to the jets of steam or boiling water that flows intermittently in certain places of the earth and that have
volcanic origin.  They are spouts of thermal waters that expel it at high pressure.  The word is of Icelandic origin and
means supplier. 

gélido
It means tree, stiff, cold, ice cream, very cold, entumido, entelerido.

género
In Colombia it means fabric, fabric, cloth, canvas.  It also means matter, matter, matter.  In biology is to distribute
animals of all kinds between males and females.  Quality that allows you to differentiate males from females.

génesis
It means beginning, beginning, beginning.  Origin of a thing .  Cause of something .  It is also used as a woman's given
name.  Name of the First Book of the Holy Bible. 

génova
It is the name of an Italian city, which is left to the North in the Ligurian region.  It is also the name of the Province.  It is
Italian port over the Tyrrhenian Sea.  In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Quindío.  In
Colombia it is also the name of a spherically shaped meat sausage, similar to a meatball.  Beef ball cured with garlic.

gérard
It is one of the versions of the male name Gerardo.  It is of German origin and means bold with the spear. 

ghanjas
You can also use ganja or ganjah.  It is a type of wooden commercial boat or sailboat of Arabic origin.  It is also known
as Kotiya in India. 

ghiis
The correct term is Ghiis.  It means Earth ( Mochica horoscope, corresponds to the month of April 41.  It is a name of a
Peruvian singer of surname Araoz.

gial
Gial or Yal is one of the common names in America of passery birds of the family Thraupidae.  They are also known as
jumpers, jumpers, fruits, seedbeds, tangaras.

giallo
It is a word from the Italian language that means yellow, bright yellow or gold (color). 

giallorossa
It is the way to call in Italy the team of Roma.  It means yellow and red in reference to its traditional colors. 



giausar
It is the name of a star in the constellation Draco (Dragon).  It is also usually called Gianfar, Landa Draconis, Landa Dra,
1 Draconis, or also, Jusa, Giansar, Giauzar.  It means the one in the center, the central one.  For the Persians it means
place of poison, poisonous place.  The Chinese call it Sang Poo or Shaou Poo. 

giba
You mean corcova, hump.  Bulge or lump that some animals have on their backs.  Anomalous deformity or curvature of
the spine. 

gibatao
It is one of the names that receives a tree in Brazil It is also known as urunday, urunde, crawled, pichaí, aroeir-o,
aderno.  Its scientific name is Astronium balansae.  Synonyms Astronium fraxinifolium or Myracrodruon balansae .  It
belongs to the family Anacardiaceae.  It's of appreciated wood.

giboso
It means that it has giba or hump.  Corcovado , hunchback , counterfactual .  In astronomy, it is a planet that presents
small deformations in its circumference and not complete phases like the Moon, according to the position of the Sun and
its reflected light seen from Earth (Partially illuminated planet). 

gibran
Best known form or transliteration of the name of the Lebanese poet Yibrán Jalil Yibrán.  Khalil Gibran.  Gibran was
known as "the Exile Poet".

gicea
Stands economics and administrative research group for an institution for the coffee and Antioquia in Colombia and has
headquarters in Bello ( Antioquia, Colombia ). It links teaching faculty of economic and Administrative Sciences who
carry out research, development and innovation processes in the thematic areas included in the lines of research.

gienah
Giennah can also be used.  It is a word of Arabic origin that means wing.  It is the name of a star in the constellation
Cygnus (Cygnus).  It has also been referred to as Gienah Cygni (Swan's Wing), to differentiate her from Gienah Gurab
or Gienah Corvi (Crow's Wing) from the constellation Corvi (Raven).  Other names given by astronomers are ? Cygni, 53
Cygni or HD 197989. 

gif
It is the abbreviation or acronym for Graphics Interchange Format.  Multi-frame movement in a few seconds.  Format for
image sharing . 

giftcards
It is an English language word meaning gift cards or gift cards.  Plural giftcard .  It is a kind of gift that is made by cards
with a certain value or quota and that can be changed so that the holder of it wishes, provided that it reaches to be
covered.  As there are no cash returns, you can make part of the top payment and require you to pay the difference. 


